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Implementation is the key to lasting success 
with any program, software, or process. 

The IDS Implementation Department brings 
years of experience to the table to ensure 
incoming clients receive the best of help 
while making the switch to idsDoc.

"Our implementation specialists know 
every nook and cranny of our software," 
said Director of Operations David Clement. 
"They're always delighted to work with 
clients to make certain the system is 
implemented to best assist them in their 
lending practices and strive to keep clients 
aligned with their implementation goals."

Keeping clients on track with a firm 
implementation timeline, our specialists 
keep the implementation process as 
efficient as possible. They also ensure any 
customizations incoming clients require are 
integrated seamlessly within the system.

The Implementation Department has risen 
to the challenge of working remotely. 
Even with our clients getting busier and 
busier, they have continued to manage the 
implementation process efficiently, ensuring 
that clients can continue working without 
interruption despite moving to a new doc 
prep system.

Department Spotlight:

Implementation



First Steps in Implementation: Hybrid 
eClosing and Demonstration

In a webinar on September 10, Regional 
Sales Manager Clint Salisbury 

highlighted the changing landscape 
of the digital mortgage and the key to 
successfully implementing eClosing 
protocols - starting with hybrid.

"Hybrid eClosings are becoming industry 
standard as the first step towards full 
eMortgage practices," said Salisbury. 
"By allowing LOs, closers and settlement 
agents to test the hybrid process first, it 
allows them to learn what to expect from 
a full eClosing with much less risk."

In addition to highlighting the importance 
of hybrid eClosings, Salisbury took the 
opportunity to demonstrate the latest 
updates to the IDS Solitude Solution 
from three perspectives. Closers and 

settlement agents got an in-depth look at 
how idsDoc handles their disparate roles 
and responsibilities, as well as what the 
borrower sees while going through the 
eClosing process.

"Bringing the borrower to the table and 
keeping them there is a major part of 
the work lenders undertake," said IDS 
Vice President and General Manager 
Mark Mackey. "We want to provide our 
lenders the tools they need to show their 
borrowers how simple and clear the 
signing process can be."

To learn more about Solitude Solution 
and the role hybrid eClosings play in 
the implementation of eClosings, watch 
the recorded webinar on our Vimeo or 
Youtube channels.



Remote Communication:
Stay in Touch Beyond the Office

Working remotely can make communicating 
with coworkers more difficult. Coordinating 

projects, meetings, and even to-do lists becomes a 
chore. Here are our top suggestions on maintaining 
good communication while working remotely. 

Do you have other handy tips to stay 
productive when working remotely? Let 
us know on Twitter,  

       @idsDoc!

1Keep your inbox organized! If your inbox 
is cluttered, it is far too easy to accidentally 
miss important messages from your clients, 
coworkers, or boss. Delete the junk mail and sort 

your email well to keep track of all your messages.

2Use that office chat. If your office has a chat 
system, use it. While this may seem obvious, a 
lot of us forget that if a request or question has 
a quick answer, then cluttering up someone's 

email may not be the best way to go about asking. 
Don't overuse the chat either—longer and more 
complex requests should be sent in an email.

3Make use of collaborative software. If 
you are working on an important document 
or project with multiple contributors, use 
a collaborative program to ensure that you 

always have access to the latest changes and updates. 
There is little use editing four different working drafts 
at once; if you do not have an official collaborative 
software, there are several secure, free options.

4Answer your phone. If someone is calling, 
it is likely their request is either urgent, on a 
time limit, or too complex to easily explain in 
text. Similarly, if you have a particularly tricky 

problem, just call; a dozen emails are going to take a 
lot more time than a conversation.

5Keep your workspace organized. Much like 
your inbox, if you have a messy desk (or kitchen 
table) it will be harder to find the information 
you need when you need it. It is also easier to 

misplace important notes and forget meetings that 
were scribbled on sticky notes.
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